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Abstract
The Data Jacket (DJ) is a technique for sharing information related to data, where the data are hidden, by summarizing them
in natural language. In DJs, variables are described by variable labels (VLs), which are the names/meanings of variables,
and the utility of data is estimated through combinations of VLs. However, DJs do not always contain VLs because the rules
describing DJs cannot compel data owners to enter all relevant information. Owing to a lack of VLs in some DJs, even if the
DJs can be combined, their combinations cannot be implemented through the string matching of the VLs. In this paper, we
propose a method for inferring VLs in DJs using the text in their outlines. We focus on similarity among the outlines of DJs
and create two models for inferring VLs, i.e., based on the similarity of the outlines and the co-occurrence of the VLs. We
implemented our models on a similarity and a co-occurrence matrix and applied the proposed method to two types of test
data: the DJs of public data and business data. The results of experiments show that our method is significantly superior to
the technique that uses only the string matching of the VLs.

Keywords Data Jacket · Variable label · Meta-data · Co-occurrence

1 Introduction

Thepotential benefits of reusing and analyzingmassive quan-
tities of data have been discussed by various stakeholders
from diverse domains [1,2]. However, the discussion has
focused on the privacy and security of data. Acquisti and
Gross [3] have pointed out that combining public databases
may lead to a serious violation of privacy. Xu et al. [4]
reviewed privacy issues related to datamining by differentiat-
ing the responsibilities of different users. From an overview
of the prevalent scenario of data utilization and exchange,
the cost of data management and security issues discourage
private companies and individuals from opening or sharing
their datasets. To solve these problems, the Data Jacket (DJ)
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has been developed as a technique for sharing information
on data and considering their potential value, with the data
themselves hidden, by summarizing them in natural language
[5]. The idea of a DJ is to share “a summary of data” as meta-
data without sharing the data themselves, which reduces the
cost of data management and the risk of violation of privacy,
and enables stakeholders to discuss combinations of data.

In discussions on data utilization and exchange using DJs,
stakeholders start by discussing variable labels (VLs). A VL
is the name/meaning of variables in data. Variables and val-
ues in data are summarized as VLs in DJs. The VLs are
summaries of variables and values in a given dataset. For
example, the dataset “Purchase history data in the supermar-
ket” contains the variables “date,” “customer ID,” “customer
name,” “purchase items,” and “purchase amount,” and each
variable contains values (Fig. 1). Even if the data themselves
are not open, we can learn and determine the items useful
for decision making from the summary in the DJs. Some
data include private information, such values and variables as
“customer name” and “purchase amount.” The values cannot
be shared, but the names of the variables “customer name”
and “purchase amount” may be shared. By introducing DJs
using VLs, stakeholders can learn the meanings of variables
in data by posing and testing hypotheses about possible com-
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Fig. 1 An example of DJ (actually there are 12 items in the description
of the DJs, but we show the core parts (title, outline, and variable labels)
in the example)

binations of VLs to reduce the risk of data management and
privacy.

Workshop-style methods using DJs have been proposed
for the generation of feasible plans of data analysis. Once
different stakeholders recognize the utility of the data, they
cannegotiate conditions for exchanging them. In the gamified
workshops Innovators Marketplace on Data Jackets (IMDJ)
[6,7] and Action Planning (AP) [8], data owners provide DJs
that represent their data, and data analysts create solutions
to solve the problems of data users, stated as requirements.
In the processes of IMDJ and AP, participants negotiate for
data exchange or buying/selling to create new businesses.
As a result of this discussion and evaluation among partic-
ipants, data owners are expected to learn how to use their
data using a possible combination of DJs proposed by data
analysts. Users are expected to learn how their requirements
can be satisfied by the proposed plans. However, the DJs do
not always contain VLs because the rules describing the DJs
do not force data owners to enter all the information concern-
ing their data. In other words, only information written by
data owners is registered in DJs. Therefore, owing to a lack
of description of VLs, DJs related to one another may not
be linked, which makes it difficult to plan for data analysis
and combinations. In this paper, we propose a method for
inferring VLs not explicitly included in the outline of data.
By focusing on similarities between outlines of data and the
co-occurrence of VLs, we construct models according to the
following two features:

1. When the similarity between the outlines of a pair of
datasets is high, the two datasets are considered similar,
and should have similar VLs.

2. When a pair of VLs (vli and vl j ) frequently appears in
datasets, if vli appears, vl j is considered to have appeared
as well.

By modeling the features of VLs and using stored DJs as
training data, even if a new DJ misses VLs, it is possible to
infer them from the outlines. In the previous study on DJs,
the co-occurrence of words in the outline of data [5,6] was
used to discuss the combination of DJs, e.g., by using a visu-
alization tool, such as KeyGraph [9]. Our method provides
possible connections between DJs whose VLs are missing
by inferring VLs. The contributions of our paper are many. It
is the first approach to infer VLs by focusing on the similar-
ity among outlines of datasets and the co-occurrence of VLs
using DJs. Themethod to reveal related VLs from outlines of
the data in DJs can encourage data utilization. In particular, it
is important not only for knowledge discovery from data, but
also for decision makers who want to acquire new data. Our
method can show them a possible set of variables for deci-
sion making. Furthermore, the proposed models to connect
DJs with missing VLs are extendable to various methods of
calculation. In this paper, in addition to the similarity of data,
we show the performance of the model by considering the
co-occurrence of VLs.

There are a lot of co-occurrences in the world such as
the frequency of words in documents and the coauthorship
of articles. In the previous studies of natural language pro-
cessing, various kinds of measures of contextual similarity
based on co-occurrence statistics have been proposed. For
example, McDonald and Lowe [10] used the co-occurrence
statistics for calculating the semantic relatedness, and Mat-
suo and Ishizuka [11] proposed the method for extracting
keywords using the co-occurrence of the words in a single
document. On the other hand, Sarkar et al. [12] considered
dynamic co-occurrence data of author-word links in papers
published in successive years of the same conferences. How-
ever, the previous studies focused on the specific data such
as articles or words in the documents. The point of this paper
is not focusing on the co-occurrence of data in the specific
domains but focusing on the co-occurrence of variables in
data stored in different domains. In a previous study [13],
we applied the proposed method to public data available on
the Web, such as open data provided by local governments.
In this paper, we adapt the method to DJs collected from
different domains and discuss its performance.

2 Inferring variable labels

2.1 Our approach

The purpose of this study is to infer the VLs of DJswhen they
are unknown. Because the data are not open, it is impossible
to determine the VLs by observing them. Therefore, we con-
sider solving the problem using information about the data
described in the DJs.We assume that 1) the datasets are simi-
lar when the information used to explain them is similar, and
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Fig. 2 The registration rates of 12 items

2) the datasets should have similar VLs when the similarity
between them is high.

In this study, we introduce the outline of data (OD) as an
indicator of the similarity ofDJs. OD represents a description
in natural language explaining the data. For example, the OD
of the data shown in Fig. 1 is “These data are the monthly
POS data of AAA supermarket in Tokyo.” Although items
of the sharing policy or the types of data may be suitable as
ODs as well, these are selective entries not written in natural
language. Items pertaining toways to obtain datamostly con-
sist of URLs. Although there are 12 items in the description
of the DJs (the title, the outline, variable labels, the sharing
policy of data, the format, and so forth), we consider ODs
appropriate as characteristic of datasets because they provide
text data, the registration rate of which is higher than that of
other items. Figure 2 shows the registration rate of each item
of the DJs (799 DJs were used in this experiment). The reg-
istration rate of the ODs was 95%, second only to the rate
of titles, as the title of a data item is required upon DJ regis-
tration. Since 5% of DJs do not contain ODs, if DJs do not
have ODs, we use the titles of data instead of their outlines.
Thus, to infer unknown VLs of data, we propose a method
to obtain a set of likely VLs from outlines of data.

2.2 Models

The aim is to obtain sets of likely VLs stored in training data
of the DJs and VLs (L) by entering as a query an OD (ODx )
for DJs whose VLs are unknown. The sets of likely VLs are
given by {vl ∈ L| fn(vl,ODx )}. fn(vl,ODx ) represents a
condition whereby a set of the top n VLs (vl) is associated
with a query (ODx ). To achieve the above aim, models were
created as below.

2.2.1 Similarity of DJs based on ODs (Model 1)

This model is based on the assumption that when a pair of
datasets have similar ODs, they have similar VLs. In this
model, a scored set of VLs are obtained by considering the
similarity between the ODs whose VLs are unknown.

Table 1 Notations used in this paper

Dimensions

L A unique set of VLs in training data

D The number of ODs

V The number of VLs

W The number of terms

Matrices

M A Term-OD matrix (W × D)

R A VL-OD matrix (V × D)

C A VL co-occurrence matrix (V × V )

E A Term-VL matrix (W × V )

Elements

vi j The number of i th terms occurring in the j th OD

ri j The number of i th VLs occurring in the j th OD

ei j The number of i th terms linked with the j th VL

ci j The number of DJs containing a pair of VLs vli and vl j

Performance measures

Pr Precision: the fraction of relevant VLs among the retrieved
VLs

Re Recall: the fraction of relevant VLs that have been retrieved
over the total amount of relevant VLs

F F-measure: the harmonic mean of precision (Pr ) and recall
(Re)

2.2.2 Co-occurrence of VLs (Model 2)

This model considers the co-occurrence of VLs, a feature
whereby there may be a frequent pair of VLs appearing at the
same time, e.g., “year” and “day,” or “name” and “gender.”
By introducing this model along with Model 1, a scored set
of VLs is obtained from the similarity between DJs using
ODs when their VLs are unknown.

2.3 Inference process for obtainingVLs

We show the process of inference of VLs from ODs. The
basic notations used in this paper are shown in Table 1. We
use the bag-of-words and vector space models [15,17]. In the
pre-processing steps, we conduct a morphological analysis
of the text of ODs by (1) extracting words, (2) removing
stop words and (3) restoring words to their original forms.
The brief process is shown below, and the details of each
step are provided in the following sub-subsections. In the
last subsection, we show two examples of outputs (sets of
inferredVLs) using theODs ofDJswhoseVLs are unknown.

1. Carrying out pre-processing steps to ODs from training
data and converting them into a Term-OD matrix M ;

2. Extracting VLs from the training data and converting
them into a VL-OD matrix R;
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3. Obtaining a Term-VL matrix E by considering the simi-
larity of the ODs (Model 1);

4. Creating a VL co-occurrence matrix C by considering
the co-occurrence of VLs (Model 2); and

5. Obtaining a Term-VLmatrix EC by considering the sim-
ilarity of the ODs and the co-occurrence of the VLs
(Models 1 and 2).

2.3.1 Term-VL matrix E (Model 1)

Based on Model 1, we develop an algorithm to calculate
similarity among the training data of ODs. Following the
pre-processing steps, in the first step, the ODs are converted
into amatrix.Using the outlines of data as corpus, a Term-OD
matrix M (W × D) is obtained consisting of D-dimensional
term vectors as rows and W -dimensional OD vectors as
columns, with each element vi j in an OD vector (od j ) corre-
sponding to the frequency with which a term (a row i) occurs
in an OD (a column j), as shown in (1) and (2). Note that
superscript T at the upper-right corner of the vectors repre-
sents transposition, the vectors are highlighted in bold.

M = (od1, . . . , od j , . . . , odD) (1)

od j = (v1 j . . . vi j . . . vW j )
T (2)

In the second step, set of VLs in the DJs is converted into
a VL-OD matrix. In the training data for the DJs, ODs and
VLs are linked when they appear in the same DJ. A VL-OD
matrix R (V × D) consists of V -dimensional VL vectors as
rows and D-dimensional OD vectors as columns, with each
element ri j in the j th OD vector (od′

j ) corresponding to the
frequency (zero or one) with which the i th VL occurs in the
j th OD, as shown in (3) and (4).

R =
(
od′

1, . . . , od
′
j , . . . , od

′
D

)
(3)

od′
j = (r1 j . . . ri j . . . rV j )

T (4)

In the third step, we create a Term-VL matrix E(= MRT)

(W×V ) from aTerm-ODmatrixM (W×D) and theVL-OD
matrix R (V × D) obtained in the second step. This process
is equivalent to mapping the i th (1 ≤ i ≤ V ) D-dimensional
VL vector in the OD space into W -dimensional term space
using the Term-OD matrix M . The Term-VL matrix E is
represented as follows:

E = MRT

= (vl1, . . . , vl j , . . . , vlV ) (5)

vl j = (e1 j . . . ei j . . . eW j )
T (6)

ei j =
D∑

k=1

vikrk j (7)

Fig. 3 Term-VL matrix E in the tri-partite graph

The element ei j means that the sum of the product of the
frequency (vik) with which the i th term (ti ) occurs in the kth
OD (odk) and the frequency (rk j ) withwhich the j th VL (vl j )
links with the kth OD (odk). In other words, ei j represents
the number of ODs related to both a term (ti ) and a VL
(vl j ). Moreover, the Term-VL matrix E is equivalent to the
adjacency matrix of the tri-partite graph consisting of three
disjoint sets of nodes, i.e., terms, ODs, and VLs (Fig. 3). The
element ei j of the Term-VL matrix E represents the number
of paths from the i th term (ti ) to the j th VL (vl j ) by way of
OD nodes.

Through the above process, Model 1 is implemented as
the Term-VL matrix E . Using this matrix, a scored set of
VLs is obtained considering the similarity between ODs in
matrices E and ODx , the VLs of which are unknown. When
ODx is given, aW -dimensional feature vector of ODx (odx)
is obtained following pre-processing consisting of morpho-
logical analysis. By comparing the similarity of odx and each
W -dimensional feature vector of VL (vl j (1 ≤ j ≤ V )) in
matrix E , a scored set of VLs is obtained. Figure 4 is the
example of the Term-VL matrix E . When we send a free
text query “local facility according to age,” the algorithm of
Model 1 extracts the terms which are included in the training
data and calculates the similarity of the feature vector of the
query and the feature vectors of each VL. Then, it returns
“address,” “region,” “population,” and “age” as a set of VLs
with similarity scores.

2.3.2 Term-VL matrix EC (Models 1 and 2)

We combine Model 2 with Model 1 by considering the co-
occurrence of VLs. We assume that any pair of VLs in the
same DJ occurs once. To combine this with the Term-VL
matrix E created in Model 1, we create a VL co-occurrence
matrix C (= RRT (V × V )) the element ci j of which repre-
sents the number of DJs containing a pair of VLs vli and vl j
(8). In other words, an element ci j in the VL co-occurrence
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Fig. 4 An example of the Term-VL matrix E

matrix C is represented as in (9), where |vli |ods represents
the frequency of vli in ods (1 ≤ s ≤ D).

ci j =
D∑

k=1

rikrk j (8)

=
D∑

s=1

|vli |ods |vl j |ods (9)

Finally, a Term-VL matrix EC is generated by the
product of the Term-VL matrix E (5) and the VL co-
occurrence matrix C . The Term-VL matrix EC consists of
V -dimensional term vectors as rows andW -dimensional VL
vectors as columns, and has the same structure as Term-VL
matrix E . The difference between E and EC is in whether
the co-occurrence of VLs (Model 2), i.e., the elements of the
matrices, is considered.

The element ei j of matrix E is given as (7), which repre-
sents the number of ODs related to both a term (ti ) and a VL
(vl j ). On the contrary, element gi j of matrix EC is given as
follows:

gi j =
V∑

m=1

(
D∑

k=1

vikrkm

) (
D∑
l=1

rmlrl j

)
(10)

The element gi j represents the value of the similarity
between ODs and queries (the function of matrix E), and
the co-occurrence of VLs (the function of matrixC). In other
words, the Term-VLmatrixEC is equivalent to the adjacency
matrix of the five-partite graph,which consists of five disjoint
sets of nodes, i.e., terms, ODs, VLs, ODs, and VLs (Fig. 5).
Element gi j represents the number of paths from the i th term

Fig. 5 Term-VL matrix EC in the 5-partite graph

Fig. 6 An example of the Term-VL matrix EC

(ti ) to the j th VL (vl j ) in the second VL node, by way of the
first OD node, the first VL node, and the second OD node.

When ODx is given, a W -dimensional feature vector of
ODx (odx) is obtained. By comparing the similarity between
odx and each W -dimensional feature vector of VL (vl j
(1 ≤ j ≤ V )) in matrix EC, a scored set of VLs is obtained.
Figure 6 is the example of the Term-VL matrix EC. When
we send a free text query “local facility according to age,”
the system extracts the terms which are included in the train-
ing data and calculates the similarity of the feature vector
of the query and the feature vectors of each VL. Then, it
returns “latitude,” “longitude,” “name,” “address,” “region,”
“population,” and “age” as a set of VLs with similarity
scores. Compared with the example in Fig. 4, “latitude,”
“longitude,” and “name” can be retrieved by considering the
co-occurrence of VLs, which cannot be found only with the
OD similarity.
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Table 2 Example 1 using matrix E

Inferred VL Similarity

Languages that can be offered 0.381758

Languages understood by foreigners 0.381758

National origin 0.317921

Attractions in Tokyo 0.277441

Number of visits by foreigners 0.277441

Number of visitors 0.277441

Experience with or without activity 0.272505

Attribute of visitors (age) 0.272505

Consumed amount 0.272505

Purchase 0.272505

Table 3 Example 1 using matrix EC

Inferred VL Similarity

Languages that be offered 0.381758

Languages understood by foreigners 0.381758

Satisfaction level of visit 0.277441

Attractions in Tokyo 0.277441

Number of visits by foreigners 0.277441

Number of visitors 0.272505

Experience with or without activity 0.272505

Attribute of visitors (age) 0.272505

Consumed amount 0.272505

Purchase 0.272505

2.4 Example

Let us show the two examples using following ODs.

– Example 1: “Data on amount of beer consumedby foreign
tourists visiting Japan at a restaurant”

– Example 2: “These data represent the transition of popu-
lation each year in Japan”

Tables 2 and 3 show the top 10 inferredVLs using example
1 and the VLs of which were unknown (the experimental
conditions for obtaining the inferred results are explained
in detail in the following section). Moreover, the OD did not
exist in the training data of theDJs. The inference frommatrix
E , using only the similarity of ODs, and from matrix EC,
considering both the co-occurrence of VLs and the similarity
of ODs, seems highly related to VLs in the OD.

On the contrary, the inferred results are sometimes dif-
ferent between matrices E and EC when using an OD such
as example 2. Tables 4 and 5 show different results. The
list using matrix E shown in Table 4 indicates that some VLs
were not related to the OD, e.g., “total population of farmers”

Table 4 Example 2 using matrix E

Inferred VL Similarity

Total population of farmers 0.313810

Total agricultural workforce 0.313810

Number of births 0.313131

Number of deaths 0.313131

Agricultural workforce (male) 0.312155

Agricultural workforce (female) 0.312155

Number of full-time farmers 0.312155

Number of part-time farmers 0.312155

Every 5 years 0.311423

Number of increases and decreases 0.311423

Table 5 Example 2 using matrix EC

Inferred VL Similarity

Number of births 0.349185

Number of deaths 0.349185

In-migrants 0.334844

Fatalities 0.334844

Out-migrants 0.334844

Population 0.321476

Number of households 0.317914

Population (male) 0.317914

Population (female) 0.317914

Fertility 0.317914

or “total population of agricultural workforce,” because of
the influence of the highly similar training data for “agricul-
tural population.” The list using matrix EC shown in Table 5
yielded better results. It may be possible to infer related VLs
in ODs whose VLs are unknown by introducing the models
based on the similarity of ODs and the co-occurrence of VLs.

3 Experimental details

3.1 Purpose

The purpose of the experiment was to assess the system’s
capability to infer VLs from ODs whose VLs were unknown
by using the similarity of ODs and the co-occurrence of
the VLs. We introduce the string matching (TSM) a com-
parative method with Term-VL matrices E and EC. This
is because when someone retrieves data from a description
thereof, a method using the string matching with VLs by
employing the outlines of data as query can be considered.
The function of TSM ( f ′

n(vl,ODx )) is to obtain sets of VLs
({vl ∈ L| f ′

n(vl,ODx )}) stored in the training data of VLs
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Table 6 Training data (corpus) statistics

Number of Data Jackets 799

Average number of terms in each OD 39.5

Average number of VLs in each Data Jacket 5.34

Unique terms in ODs 1935

Total number of VLs 4160

Unique variable labels 3216

that match the terms in the ODs by entering OD (ODx ), the
VLs of which are unknown, as a query. The entered ODs are
converted into a bag of words in the same manner as in our
proposed method. The obtained VLs are scored in descend-
ing order of the number of acquisitions.

3.2 Training and test data

In this paper, we used 799 DJs containing both ODs and
VLs collected from business persons, researchers, and data
holders interested in data utilization in various domains. The
same training data were used in a previous study [13]. Each
DJ was constructed from an OD and several VLs. There
were 3215 unique VLs in total. The corpus and the dictio-
nary were constructed from all words in text of the ODs.
We removed punctuation marks and symbols in texts as stop
words, restored words to their original forms, and extracted
nouns, verbs, adverbs, and adjectives appearing more than
once. The corpus consisted of approximately 2000 unique
words. We used MeCab1 for morphological analysis [14], as
it is a common tool for analyzing morphemes of Japanese
texts. Detailed information concerning the training data is
shown in Table 6. To weight the discriminative terms in
the DJs, we introduced tf–idf to the weighting scheme [16],
which is reliable at identifying distinctive terms in each DJ.
Term frequency (tf) is the number of times a term appears
in a document, and the inverse document frequency (idf)
diminishes the weight of frequent terms in all documents,
and increases the weights of terms appearing rarely.

As test data, we collected two types ofDJs, public data and
business data. Public data refers to data available to the pub-
lic, including datasets already published on the Web or those
that are disclosed when requested. In this experiment, we
used 50 DJs of public data from the Open Data of Shizuoka
prefecture in Japan,2 which publishes governmental records
on the Web. Business data refers to data unavailable in the
public domain, including private data.We collected 50DJs of
business data from businesspeople who had registered their
data as DJs. All DJs for public data and business data con-
tained ODs and VLs. The detailed information concerning

1 http://taku910.github.io/mecab/.
2 http://open-data.pref.shizuoka.jp/.

Table 7 Test data statistics

Public data Business data

Number of Data Jackets 50 50

Average number of terms 36.7 ± 8.80 50.7 ± 43.2

Average number of VLs 4.70 ± 1.71 6.60 ± 4.28

Total number of VLs 398 2605

Unique VLs 131 1862

the test data is shown in Table 7. We compared different test
datasets because the experimental conditions using business
data were stricter than those using public data. The public
formed DJs of open data collected from a public organiza-
tion, but the business data were DJs including the private data
of companies from diverse domains. Of course, the variety of
VLs and the number of terms in ODs in business data were
larger than those in public data. The average numbers of
terms and VLs in business data were significantly larger than
those in public data according to an unpaired t-test assum-
ing unequal variance (OD: t(98) = 1.86, p < 0.05, VL:
t(98) = 2.60, p < 0.01). In this study, because we aim
to infer VLs to encourage cross-disciplinary data collabora-
tion, we conducted experiments using business data as test
datasets.

3.3 Method and evaluation

We prepared 100 DJs as test data (public data and business
data) and extracted ODs from them. Using these ODs as
queries, we compared each of their feature vectors with fea-
ture vectors of the VLs in the Term-VL matrices E and EC,
and obtained the sets of VLs in descending order of similari-
ties. The similarity scores ofODx and vl j were calculated as
cosine similarities sim(odx, vl j ) = odx ·vl j/|odx ||vl j |. For
the evaluation of the results, we used precision, recall, and
the F-measure. We define precision as Pr = TP/(TP + FP)
and recall as Re = TP/(TP + FN), using the top 10
VLs returned as the inferred results scored by similari-
ties, where TP = true positives, FP = false positives,
and FN = false negatives. The F-measure is defined as
F = 2 ·Pr ·Re/(Pr+Re). Finally, by calculating the average
F-measure of each query, we compared the performance of
matrix E , matrix EC, and TSM.

We defined average similarity (AS) as in (11) by consid-
ering the relationships between ODs and VLs according to
similarity to compare the performance of matrices E and
EC. Lodq represents the set of correct VLs in odq , and
rel(odq , vl p) is an indicator function equivalent to one if vl p
is the correct VL, i.e., vl p ∈ Lodq , and is zero otherwise.
As well as the F-measure, by calculating AS for each query,
we compared the performance of matrices E and EC using a
paired t-test. Although MAP (mean average precision) was
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Table 8 Top 10 ranks using public data (Average Scores ± Standard
Deviation)

F-measure Precision Recall

TSM 0.110 ± 0.091 0.082 ± 0.068 0.185 ± 0.173

Matrix E 0.235 ± 0.178 0.174 ± 0.131 0.401 ± 0.331

Matrix EC 0.196 ± 0.183 0.146 ± 0.133 0.332 ± 0.337

available to assess the ranking of the inferred results [18],
our method AS focused on their similarity. In a DJ, each VL
is equally linked to an OD, i.e., there is no order among the
VLs in the DJs. For example, the VLs “day,” “month,” and
“weather” formed part of weather data. Therefore, in this
experiment, we did not evaluate the inferred results using
MAP but AS.

ASodq = 1

|Lodq |
V∑
p=1

(
sim(odq, vl p) · rel(odq , vl p)

)
(11)

4 Result and discussion

4.1 Results using public data

We obtained the top 10 VLs as inferred results scored by
similarities from each query using matrices E and EC, and
obtained the top 10VLs from the stringmatching of ODs and
VLs. Comparing theF-measure from the precision and recall
of each method, the inferred results using matrices E and EC
yielded better performance than when only TSM was used
(Table 8). Matrices E and ECwere 2.14 times and 1.78 times
better, respectively, in terms of scores F-measure than TSM.
This shows that although the outline of data is an important
attribute for characterizing them, it do not always contain
information aboutVLs. In otherwords, the stringmatching of
ODs and VLs is not sufficient to infer VLs in data. Moreover,
when comparing the F-measures of matrices E and EC with
the paired t-test, no significant difference was found between
the Term-VLmatrices E and EC (t(98) = 1.61, p = 0.110).
This shows that the inferred sets ofVLswere almost identical
in the Term-VL matrices E and EC.

On the contrary, comparing the average value of AS for
evaluating similarities among the inferred VLs, we found
significant differences between matrices E and EC as shown
in Table 9 (t(98) = 9.52, p < 0.01). Although the inferred
results were almost identical in terms of F-measure, the val-
ues of AS, the criterion of similarities of the VLs of ODs,
obtained higher scores with matrix EC than E . In terms of
number, the similarity of correct sets of VLs increased in 48
of 50 test data items when matrix EC was used.

Table 9 Average similarity of public data (Average Scores ± Standard
Deviation)

Mean AS Mean AS

Matrix E 0.329 ± 0.113 0.069 ± 0.014

Matrix EC 0.399 ± 0.095 0.111 ± 0.016

p-value ** **

**p < 0.01; *p < 0.05, n.s. non significance

However, it is possible that the similarity among incor-
rect VL sets with queries also increased by using matrix EC.
Therefore, we define the average similarity of incorrect VL
sets as AS (12). |L ∩ Lodq | represents the number of VLs not
included in odq , and unrel(odq , vl p) is an indicator function
equivalent to one if vl p is the incorrect VL, i.e., vl p /∈ Lodq ,
and zero otherwise.

ASodq =
∑V

p=1

(
sim(odq, vl p) · unrel(odq , vl p)

)

|L ∩ Lodq |
(12)

Applying (12) to 50 public test data, we compared AS
values of matrices E and EC, and found that AS of Term-VL
matrix EC were significantly higher than those of matrix E
(t(98) = 30.7, p < 0.01). This shows that the similarity
among incorrect VL sets with queries increased when matrix
EC was used. However, comparing the points of increase
of AS (the correct VL sets) and AS (the incorrect VL sets) in
each query with a paired t-test, those of ASwere significantly
higher than the points of increase of AS (AS : 0.0707, AS :
0.0422, t(98) = 4.47, p < 0.01). This result shows that
similarities among correct VL sets with ODs significantly
increase by introducing Term-VL matrix EC.

4.2 Results using business data

We compared performances using the DJs of business data,
which are more practical test data than public data. In the
same manner as with the public data, we obtained the top
10 VLs using matrix E , matrix EC, and TSM. Compar-
ing the F-measures calculated from precision and recall, the
scores decreased with matrix E , matrix EC, and TSM com-
pared with scores using public data (Table 10). However, the
inferred results using matrices E and EC still yielded better
performance than those obtained using TSM. The main rea-
son for the decline in performance is the variety of VLs. The
fact that most VLs in business data appeared only once in the
training data might have made it difficult to infer VLs from
ODs, even if the numbers of ODs in each DJ were larger in
the business data than in public data, as shown in Table 7.
In case of cross-disciplinary data collaboration, it may be
the case that even if a pair of variables has the same defini-
tion, two variables are represented by different words, such
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Table 10 Top 10 ranks using business data (Average Scores± Standard
Deviation)

F-measure Precision Recall

TSM 0.039 ± 0.079 0.024 ± 0.047 0.153 ± 0.331

Matrix E 0.124 ± 0.119 0.078 ± 0.078 0.403 ± 0.411

Matrix EC 0.097 ± 0.102 0.060 ± 0.063 0.324 ± 0.386

Table 11 Average similarity of business data (Average Scores ± Stan-
dard Deviation)

Mean AS Mean AS

Matrix E 0.190 ± 0.100 0.025 ± 0.008

Matrix EC 0.230 ± 0.111 0.037 ± 0.013

p-value ** **

**p < 0.01; *p < 0.05, n.s. non significance

as “location” and “address” when they are stored in different
domains. On the contrary, most VLs in public data appeared
more than once in the training data. Moreover, because the
meanings of variables were mostly unified in the datasets
collected from a single domain, such as local governments,
the accuracy of inference using public data was higher than
that using business data.

We compared F-measure scores of matrices E and EC
with a paired t-test, and found no significant difference in the
Term-VL matrices E and EC (t(98) = 1.55, p = 0.123).
Moreover, comparing the average values of AS and AS for
evaluating similarities in the inferred VLs, we found sig-
nificant differences between matrices E and EC as shown
in Table 11 (AS: t(98) = 6.35, p < 0.01, AS: t(98) =
10.5, p < 0.01). In termsof number, the similarity among the
correct sets of VLs increased in 47 of 50 test data items when
introducing matrix EC. Moreover, comparing the points of
increase ofAS and AS in each querywith a paired t-test, those
of AS were significantly higher than the points of increase of
AS (AS: 0.0402,AS: 0.0122, t(98) = 4.43, p < 0.01). These
results show that the model considering the co-occurrence of
VLs works well to improve the similarity of VLs for busi-
ness data as well, and although the scores were lower than
when using public data, the evaluations of inferred sets of
VLs were almost identical in matrices E and EC even when
using business data.

4.3 Summary of discussion

The results of our experiments suggest that the model where
“the similarity of outlines of a pair of datasets is high,
the datasets are considered similar, and should have similar
VLs,” workswell for inferringVLs. In other words, the infor-
mation concerning other datasets (the relationship between
ODs and VLs) may compensate for missing terms to explain

Fig. 7 Logarithmic graph of the distribution of the frequency of appear-
ance of VLs

data and work well to discover VLs from outlines of data
whose VLs are unknown. These results show that the model
that considers the co-occurrence of VLs when a pair of VLs
(vli and vl j ) frequently appears in datasets, and if vli appears,
considers vl j to have appeared, may work well to improve
the similarity of VLs in ODs.

Although the similarity of VLs to the query improves by
the model considering the VL co-occurrence, the reason why
the performances are inferior to the model considering only
the OD similarity is that the VLs follow the power distribu-
tion. Figure 7 shows the distributions in which the frequency
of appearance of the VLs is the horizontal axis, and the num-
ber of VLs for that frequency of appearance is contained
on the vertical axis. As shown in the figure, approximately
100 VLs in public data and 1000 VLs in business data had
a frequency of 1, which made it difficult to infer VLs accu-
rately. The exponent of public data is 2.03 (coefficient of the
determination 0.922) and that of business data is 3.05 (coef-
ficient of the determination 0.773), and these show that they
follow the power distribution. To avoid the influence of low
frequent VLs, it is better to remove low frequent VLs as the
noises, which may improve the performance. However, there
are also low frequent VLs which are important as elements
constituting data. For example, the VL “amount of electricity
generation from imported natural gas per year” in the data of
“Turkey’s dependence on imported natural gas in the elec-
tricity generation” or the VL “normalized running distance”
in the data of “Football Player Stats” are the core VLs in each
data. Therefore, we consider that the approach of removing
VLs by their frequencymay be avoided. In other word, rather
than reducing VLs in the test data and training data, it will be
important to focus on the meaning and the semantics of vari-
ables to improve performance. Moreover, in the future study,
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it is important to the degree distribution and the centralities
of VLs in the co-occurrence network of VLs.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a method for inferring variable
labels from outlines of data whoseweremissing or unknown.
Focusing on the similarity among outlines of data in DJs
and the co-occurrence of variable labels, we constructed
two models according to the features of the DJs. By mod-
eling the features of variable labels and outlines of data,
we found that even if a query DJ misses variable labels, it
is possible to infer variable labels from outlines of the DJ.
The results of experiments suggested that the model where
“when similarity between the outlines of a pair of datasets is
high, the datasets are considered similar, and should have
similar variable labels,” works well for inferring variable
labels. Moreover, when we consider not only the similarity
of outlines, but also the co-occurrence of variable labels, the
similarity of variable labels to the outlines of data improves.
When someone retrieves variable labels from a description of
data, a method using the string matching with variable labels
may be considered. However, outlines of data do not always
include terms corresponding to variable labels. There is a
problem whereby decision makers who want to acquire new
data cannot discover information about the kinds of data (set
of variables) that should be obtained. Our proposed method
may be helpful in encouraging data acquisition and utiliza-
tion for the purpose of knowledge discovery.

In this study, because the outlines of data were small but
contained a certain number of terms, it was possible to dis-
cuss and compare similarities in the vector space model by
creating a term-document matrix. However, a variable label
is a very small element composed of one or several words.
Because the description of DJs allows variable labels writ-
ten in natural language, even if the variable labels have the
same meaning, they are sometimes presented differently in
descriptions, e.g., “location” and “address,” “the number of
births” and “fertility,” or “the number of deaths” and “fatal-
ities.” This affected to the results using business data. In
future work, we aim to construct a model that considers the
meanings of variable labels and their synonyms, even if they
have brief descriptions or appear only once. Moreover, in our
models, it is impossible to retrieve related variables from the
free text queries if there are no connections between variable
labels and the terms in outlines. It is important to consider
the term sense ambiguity in the future. lexical processing and
latent semantic indexing using singular value decomposition
may be helpful for improving the performances. This study
has been developed as a technique for supporting decision
making in data utilization and exchange. It is important to
validate the performance of the application using our pro-
posed method in workshops on IMDJ or AP.
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